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ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

1. The main thrust of the second budget of this fourth Financial Phase was, once again,
the savings that the Programme was duty bound to make while maintaining a hlgh level of
operational efficacy. Throughout 1993, the same message was reflected in all the operational
units so much so that the Programme was able to make savings of $3,235,337 out of an
approuved budget of $30,085,000, i.e., almost.ll%.

The Vector Control Unit, whose expenditures account for more than 60% of the
annual total budget, made more than half of the savings recorded, i.e. , $1.8 million; this was
achieved mainly through substantial decreases in the costs of larvicides and of aerial
operations, sundry operating costs and consultant and travel-related costs.

Chemotherap! research showed a surplus of $1,000,000 because less contracts were
signed than planned, while capital expenditures gave a surplus of $500,000 compared to the
budget estimate, this being due mainly to the reduction in vehicle procurement; only nine
vehicles were ordered out of the 22 provided for in the budget.

2. The US dollar/CFA franc_cxqbange rate had a practically zero financial impact in
1993 since the average monthly rate was 281 CFA francs to the dollar compared to an
expected rate of 285 CFA francs. The currency exchange loss is therefore negligible and
limited to a theoretical loss of US $165,000 while in the previous year the loss exceeded
US $1,000,000 since the rate remainedat264 CFA francs compared to the same expected
rate.

The 5O% devaluation of the CFA franc at the beginning of 1994 should have a
positive impact on expenditures; an estimated saving of US $1.5 million could be made
during this year just on the basis of this measure. It should be recalled that 40-45% of the
annual budget is spent in CFA francs and therefore subjected to changes in the exchange rate.

3. Human resources still represent the greatest budget line of the annual budget, i.e., a
bit more than 3A% of the annual expenditures.That is why every effort is being made to
gradually reduce the number of Programme staff. At the end of 1993, OCP had 804 posts
instead of the 846 envisaged in the original staff plan. In 1994, the limit has been set at 778;
to achieve that, OCP will undertake a redescription of the duties of the staff having
WHO/OCP status, will not automatically fill vacant professional posts and will not renew
contracts of posts considered less espential to Programme activities.
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4. A tight stock contr,ol in all its forms made possible the introduction in 1993 of a

management philosophy according to which only what is really necessary for the smooth
running of the Programme is used and at the very time it is required. It is the concept of
'Just in time". Likewise , the Supply and Transport Officers have, each in his respective
field, prepared q framework which makes surplus goods or spare parts to be consumod as

a matter of priority before maklng new orders. This makes the Programme to gain in terms
of investment, storage and wastage costs.

Capital expenditures have been reduced to a minumum with regard to vehicles and
all sorts of equipment. Only field vehicles will now be replaced; the present state of the
liaison and heavy-transport vehicles should meet the Programme's requirements between now
and the end of the fourth phase. In 1993, only 41% of the planned budget for capital
expenditure was really spent and this could be repeated in the remaining years of the fourth
financial phase.


